ABOUT ME

PIERO MASSIMO MACCHINI
I was born in 1977 in Fermo, where I’m living now.
I’m an actor, a stand up comedian, a clown.
I attended the International School of Theatre “Circo a Vapore” in Rome
in 2003, then I took part to a lot of stages and workshops with great
masters such as Jango Edwards, Yves Lebreton, Bustric, Leo Bassi for a
complete formation.
Because of my interest in improvisation I founded the Theatre Company “Improvvivo” in 2004, an important reality non only in improvisation but also in drama, comedy and cabaret.
My experience with “IMPROVVIVO” improved my will in making people smile, also because of the partnership with charities like UNICEF,
EMERGENCY, AISM, COMUNITA’ di CAPODARCO and TUTTI I GIORNI
ONLUS, with which I made the project “COSTRUIAMO UN SORRISO” in
Buenos Aires (Argentina), to create a centre for poor children.
I took part to the most important Street Festival of Theatre in Italy and
Abroad (Argentina, South Korea, Morocco, Germany, Spain, Romania) where I played my character “Dolly Bomba” in the show “BRAINSTORMING – Teste nella Tempesta”, directed by Francesco Niccolini.
I collaborated with the Company “EVENTI CULTURALI” and I won a lot
of awards with the show “LO SCAVO – Viaggio al Centro del Teatro”
and “L’albero”.
I took part to a lot of TV and radio comic shows (ZONA CABARET,
COMICI SOTTO UN PONTE) and I made my debut as director in the
show “IL BAGAGLIONE DELLA MARCA DI FERMO” in 2009; the following year I directed the show “SENZA INDIRIZZO” with Gaby Corbo and I
won the national award CANTIERI DI STRADA.
Since 2011 I have been played all over Italy my comic OneManShow
““Complesso di Edipo in Tour!, Puro provincialotto extra vergine! Directed by Domenico Lannutti, and I won the first award at “CABAREBOLI”,
the Comic Festival in Eboli.
In 2012 I was one of the guests in the Radio Show “OTTOVOLANTE” (Radio Rai 2) and I made my debut with the Video Live Show “MARCHE
TUBE, Conoscere le Marche senza capirci un Tube!”, broadcast on the
Cinemas in Marche Region.
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